
Cloud Cost Analysis 
Dashboard for Azure

Maximize efficiency and savings with our 
Cost Analysis solution for Azure.



Overview

In today's digital landscape, harnessing the power of the 
cloud is essential for businesses striving for agility, 
scalability, and innovation. However, the dynamic nature 
of cloud resources can lead to complexities in managing 
costs effectively.  Introducing Trusted Tech Team’s 
Cloud Cost Analysis Dashboard for Azure, a bespoke
tool that will enable our customers to:

• Uncover insights into your investment with Azure.

• Allow for optimized resource allocation.  

• Elevate organizational operational efficiency.  

With our solution, you will gain visibility to your cloud 
investment and allow for data-driven decision-making 
that’ll accelerate growth.



What Will We Deliver?

Our Cloud Cost Analysis Dashboard for Azure provides comprehensive metrics for maximizing the impact of your 
investment with Azure. With your subscription, you will be provided with a real-time view of your organization’s 
consumption metrics.

Our solutions include the presentation of the following metrics, along with options for customization:

• Account Overview: This section offers a detailed overview of your current billing month, including charges 
against credits, new purchases, overages, and total charges.

• Usage by Subscriptions and Resource Groups: Our data will visualize your historical investment, diving into 
expenditure by subscription and resource group further enabling your organization for budget allocation and 
resource optimization.

• Usage by Services: The reporting will help your team gain insights into historical usage categorized by the 
“MeterCategory” field, helping facilitate the detection of anomalies and informed decision-making.



• Top 5 Usage Drivers: We will help your team to quickly identify what is driving your costs with Azure. This 
report summarizes expenditure by the top 5 “MeterCategory” and their corresponding “MeterName”, enabling 
prioritization of cost optimization efforts.

• Windows Server AHB Usage: This section provides visibility into the number of virtual machines leveraging 
Azure Hybrid Benefit, empowering users to maximize savings opportunities through reallocation of resources.

• RI Chargeback: We will help you to understand the reserved instance (RI) benefit applied across regions, 
subscriptions, resource groups, or individual resources for better cost allocation and planning.

• RI Savings: This metric will help your organization to track savings accrued through reservation purchases at 
subscription, resource group, and resource levels, ensuring maximum cost efficiency.

• VM RI Coverage (shared recommendation): Receive recommendations for shared-scope VM reservation 
purchases, optimizing coverage and cost savings.

• VM RI Coverage (single recommendation): Tailored recommendations for VM reservation purchases at the 
subscription level, enhancing cost-effectiveness.

• RI Purchases: We will help you to monitor RI purchases over specified periods, facilitating budget forecasting 
and optimization.

• Price Sheet: We will provide you with a detailed breakdown of prices specific to your billing account or EA 
enrollment, helping in understanding and forecasting costs accurately.



Unlock Cost Efficiency Today.
Our Cloud Cost Analysis Dashboard for Azure is your gateway to unlocking the full potential of your investments 
with Azure by:

• Navigating the complexities of cloud expenses.

• Providing insights to properly optimize your resources.

Embrace the future of cost management with confidence. Contact us today to embark on your journey towards 
comprehensive cloud cost optimization



Why Trusted Tech Team?
At Trusted Tech Team, we prioritize a customer-centric approach to technology solutions. We understand that navigating the 
complexities of any given IT ecosystem can be daunting, which is why as a Microsoft Cloud Solution Provider (CSP), we are 
dedicated to:

1. Offering you reliable expertise and collaborative solutions through the simplification of the licensing intricacies.

2. Simplifying your digital transformation journey, ensuring that you can focus on your core business without the burden of 

unnecessary IT complexities.

Let’s maximize the impact of your IT investments through the capabilities, competencies, and reliability we provide.

Our Microsoft Solutions Partner Designations
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